Apotemnophilia, body integrity identity disorder or xenomelia? Psychiatric and neurologic etiologies face each other
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Abstract: This review summarizes the available studies of a rare condition in which individuals seek the amputation of a healthy limb or desire to be paraplegic. Since 1977, case reports and group studies have been produced, trying to understand the cause of this unusual desire. The main etiological hypotheses are presented, from the psychological/psychiatric to the most recent neurologic explanation. The paradigms adopted and the clinical features are compared across studies and analyzed in detail. Finally, future directions and ethical implications are discussed. A proposal is made to adopt a multidisciplinary approach that comprises state-of-the-art technologies and a variety of theoretical models, including both body representation and psychological and sexual components.
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Introduction

Interacting with the environment to achieve our goals implies mainly motor actions, such as grasping objects or walking to change position. Thanks to these actions, we can drink water when thirsty and leave a room if we see a fire starting. Control over the environment is highly diminished by physical damage to the body: everyday life activities of people with spinal cord injuries or limb amputations, for example, become more challenging. Not surprisingly, most people fear the idea of losing a leg or an arm, or any other violation of the body’s external form.¹

Recent studies show that this preserving behavior is reduced in some individuals who desire the amputation of a healthy limb, instead of actively avoiding body damage.² Importantly, in most individuals, the target limb for amputation is not affected by sensory impairments, such as severe pain or sensory defects (McGeoch et al 2011,³ reporting normal neurological examination). Further, some of these individuals seek to be paraplegic.⁴ More rare are reports of individuals who seek a sensory deprivation, such as blindness or deafness.⁵ Nonetheless, all of these cases share the urgency to permanently damage an apparently intact body.⁶

A first description of this condition traces back to a series of letters published in 1972 in the magazine Penthouse. These letters were from erotically-obsessed persons who wanted to become amputees themselves.⁷ However, the first scientific report of this desire only appeared in 1977: Money et al described two cases who had intense desire toward amputation of a healthy limb.⁷ Another milestone was a 2005 study by Michael First, an American psychiatrist, who published the first systematic attempt to describe individuals who desire amputation of a healthy limb.² Thanks to this survey,
which included 52 volunteers, a number of key features of the condition are identified: gender prevalence (most individuals are men), side preference (left-sided amputations are most frequently desired), and finally, a preference toward amputation of the leg versus the arm.²

So far, the main explanation for this phenomenon has been in favor of a psychological/psychiatric etiology: a pathological desire driven by a sexual compulsion.³ However, more recent studies have attempted to identify neural correlates of this condition by means of electrophysiological or neuroimaging techniques. These studies are grounded on the idea that the desire might originate from body representation impairments, rather than from a sexual compulsion.⁴ Further, they have been inspired mainly by First’s observation that most of these individuals seek a limb amputation primarily “to feel complete” and not for a sexual reason.²

At present, the debate is still open. Understanding whether the desire to amputate a healthy limb is of psychological/psychiatric or neurological origin is a determinant of guiding development of possible treatments, especially considering that most of the approaches that have been tried until now have proven ineffective.²

Here, we provide a summary of the evolution of the study of desire for amputation of healthy limbs and for paraplegia. The case reports of Money et al published in 1977, are the starting point, followed by subsequent psychiatric descriptions. Finally, we attempt a first systematization of the available studies that adopt neuroscientific methodologies.

After this summary, and a brief paragraph on the paralysis variant of the desire to modify body representation, we discuss the present limitations of both psychological/psychiatric and neurological approaches, and suggest a new path that could be followed to ensure a full understanding of this peculiar and ethically challenging condition.

Etiological hypotheses
Psychiatric/psychological etiology
A psychological/psychiatric etiology for this condition traces back to the first report of Money et al.⁷ This systematic description illustrates the overwhelming desire to amputate a healthy limb in two individuals. Both were men and physically healthy, with the irrelevant exception of the second individual’s right foot, which was smaller than the left, with slightly atrophic calf muscles on the same side. The desire was confined to the left side in the first and to the right side in the second individual. Both reported the onset of the desire around age 11–13 years. The first individual was under stable psychotherapy treatment, referred with sexual concerns about his homosexuality and a deep fear of social disapproval. Further, both individuals affirmed that they did not wish to harm themselves (even though necessary to reach a solution to their desire) and that they were both attracted by asymmetry. The authors diagnosed these individuals as paraphilic, excluding the possibility of paranoid disturbances, and linked the desire to sexual dysfunctions. In their conclusions, the authors suggested that limb amputation could represent a way for the patients to preserve their masculinity while being bisexual. The authors termed the condition apotemnophilia, from the Greek words “apo”, which means “away from”, and “temno”, meaning “piece cut off”, and “philia”, meaning love, leading to a general meaning of “love for amputation”. The authors also suggested that the eroticized willingness to amputate a limb might be a “reversal of an aversive element”: “the fear of losing one’s limb […] is metamorphosed into an impulse to be amputated and to emerge superior or supernormal in achievement”.⁷ In later years, Money’s approach has been described as a “behavioral point of view on apotemnophilia”.⁸ Accordingly, rehearsal of experiences with amputation images during their lifetime is thought to reinforce sexual desire in apotemnophilic individuals. This categorization differs from the psychodynamic approach, which considers the desire for amputation as an erotic manifestation of hatred toward maternal figures.⁸ In any case, this is an a posteriori interpretation, and there are no guarantees that Money himself would agree with this view.

Independent of their categorization within psychodynamic interpretations, these case descriptions also marked the condition as apotemnophilia in subsequent studies. With Money’s study, the first label for the desire to be an amputee was born.

Notably, some years later, another report on the same condition suggested an alternative possibility to explain apotemnophilia.¹⁰ The patient described was a man who wanted to remove one of his legs. The description summarized crucial episodes in the patient’s life that were thought to be the origin of the desire: the sight of a boy with a wooden leg during childhood, the attraction toward this boy and the idea that it represented full happiness, the development of homosexual preferences, and finally, a pretending behavior with crutches. The author reported that the crucial motivation of this individual’s desire for amputation was to obtain physical and mental well-being. This description focused on the patient’s feelings of identity, as he stated that the amputation of the leg was the only way for him to feel complete, and that amputation loses sexual meaning, compared against the relevance of personal identity. Everaerd highlighted that
his patient did not resemble Money’s cases and that there were no problems of sexual identity (such as guilty feelings toward homosexuality and bisexual orientation).10

Several other case reports on apotemnophilia were published from 2003–2009 (Table 1).11–16 These studies link the desire for amputation to a sexual disturbance, attribute its origin to a paraphilic disturbance, and describe mostly individuals of male gender. Later analysis challenged a genuine apotemnophilic etiology, or highlighted the paucity of clinical information needed to establish a clear diagnosis in some of these reports.17,18 In particular, the scant descriptions of clinical features of these individuals did not allow any firm conclusion to be drawn. Further, some individuals have also been assigned a comorbid psychiatric diagnosis on both Axis I and Axis II (see Bou Khalil and Richa19 for details of the diagnoses) (Table 1). However, it should be noted that this psychiatric disturbance is not necessarily the origin of the desire, rather a co-occurrence of another condition, especially in cases of depression and anxiety. A different reasoning applies to schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders that may cause the desire to amputate a limb. In patients affected by these diseases, the desire appears to be externally imposed, usually by God/devil.20 Further, even in patients with comorbid schizophrenia, drugs that reduce symptoms associated with this psychiatric condition might not work against the desire for amputation.21 These important features allow a distinction to be made between apotemnophilia and schizophrenia.

A robust change of orientation took place in 2005, when Michael First published the first systematic study of a consistent sample of individuals who desired amputation of a healthy limb.2 Structured interviews were conducted via telephone with 52 subjects who desired amputation (only four were female). None of the subjects in the study were delusional, and all except one presented the onset of the desire during childhood. As for comorbid psychopathologies, 41 subjects confirmed no psychiatric symptoms, while the others described mild symptoms, mainly anxiety and depression. The same number of subjects, however, reported at least one episode of psychiatric origin during their lives. Fifteen subjects also reported at least one other paraphilic interest, such as cross-dressing or masochism. Importantly, six subjects who obtained amputation were also described, and the author highlighted that this intervention permanently resolved the desire in these individuals.

Notably, First suggested that sexual arousal is a secondary motivation for most individuals; thus, seeking amputation cannot be considered a paraphilia. It was also proposed that this desire not be included within body dysmorphic disorder; individuals seeking amputation are critical of the fact that other persons do not see any defect in their limb appearance, and they acknowledge this, as they do not complain about the physical appearance of the limb.5,22 Starting from these assumptions, a parallel is drawn between the desire to amputate a limb and gender identity disorder.2 First5,23 considers the several similarities between these conditions: feeling uncomfortable with a given anatomical identity, the time of onset being located during childhood, successful treatment being effected by mimicking of the desire, and finally, that paraphilic sexual arousal is obtained through fantasies of the desired identity. Thus, the author concluded that apotemnophilia is not an appropriate label and proposed the term Body Integrity Identity Disorder (BIID), considering that this condition might be an unusual development of self-identity, where the sexual component does not fulfill a primary role. This 2005 survey is considered the first seminal description of a motivation, other than a sexual one, for individuals with an amputation desire, in the absence of a clear psychosis. However, it must be acknowledged that, in 1983, Everaerd had already noticed that sexual compulsion is not necessary to manifest the desire,18 even though his work was based on a single individual, rather than on a group study.

Some years later, while reports on apotemnophilia and BIID continued to be published with one or the other nomenclature (Table 1), the 2005 survey was highly criticized by Helen De Preester.8 De Preester analyzed in detail the percentages found by First and suggested that looking at these numbers from different perspectives rules out a diverse explanation for the amputation desire. In more detail, De Preester suggested that it is impossible to exclude the sexual component when studying apotemnophilia/BIID. She reanalyzed the data, looking for “pure” cases; in other words, for those individuals in whom the sexual motivation (or the identity motivation) is totally absent. The percentages of “pure apotemnophilic” and “pure identity” individuals appear to be very low (around 10%). Thus, even though being secondary, the sexual motivation was present in 42% of the individuals studied by First, if the data are elaborated according to this reasoning. According to De Preester, the fact that the sexual compulsion is secondary does not mean that it is of less importance. This debate on the role of sexual components in apotemnophilia/BIID is still open, and more theoretical than experimental.

More recent work has focused on the possibility of creating a set of criteria to diagnose apotemnophilia and/or BIID. The idea is to establish common ground to facilitate...
Table 1  Studies favoring a psychological/psychiatric etiology for the desire to amputate a healthy limb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Clinical features</th>
<th>Limb</th>
<th>Psychological/psychiatric comorbidities/diagnosis</th>
<th>Sexual difficulties</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Interview (on the phone in one case)</td>
<td>Paraphilia (apotemnophilia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wakefield et al</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Finger, toe</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Apotemnophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beresford</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Consultation</td>
<td>Schizoid personality disorder/BII D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everaerd</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Bodily identity disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruno</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>Unilateral/bilateral</td>
<td>Arms, legs</td>
<td>Yes (1 individual)</td>
<td>Yes/not known</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Factitious disability disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bensler and Paauw</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Apotemnophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berger et al</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Bilateral/unilateral</td>
<td>Legs, arm</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Apotemnophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braam et al</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Apotemnophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clervoy et al</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>BII D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasten and Stirn</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Apotemnophilia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorene et al</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Hand/leg</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>BII D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>n=52</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Leg, arm, toe, fingers</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Structured telephone</td>
<td>BII D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baubet et al</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Cluster B personality disorder, eating disorder, BII D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise and Kalyanam</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Penis</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Case description</td>
<td>Major depressive disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm and Weiss</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>n=1</td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>Not known</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Case description and neurological examination</td>
<td>Apotemnophilia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Clinical features of the described individuals and the methodology adopted to study them are reported. The final column indicates which diagnosis has been chosen by the authors of each report. Studies recognized as unclear apotemnophilia/BII D following analysis are reported with an asterisk. “Data for this publication are derived from the study of Bou Khalil and Richa,” as the original work is not available in Medline.

Abbreviation: BII D, body integrity identity disorder.
the work of clinicians faced with this condition, as they cannot refer to any manual and often misdiagnose it, given its rarity and the elusive behavior of patients. For instance, Ryan and Shaw highlighted some key features of BIID by comparing it to body dysmorphic disorder. However, these features were not defined as criteria by the authors. In 2012, Bou Khalil and Richa proposed a set of criteria to establish the presence of BIID, based on a detailed analysis of fourteen case reports available in the literature. It should be noted that this work also included reports identified as “unsecure BIID,” leaving open the question as to whether the proposed criteria would apply to all individuals, including psychiatric patients. In more detail, these authors identified twelve crucial criteria concerning BIID (or apotemophilia): age at onset, advanced age at desire, disclosure to family and doctors, predominantly male gender, no predefined sexual orientation, association with gender identity disorder and/or other paraphilia, no psychiatric family history, no predominant laterality for amputation, association with a history of exposition to other amputees during childhood, no association with trauma or sensory impairments of the limb to be amputated, self-amputation behaviors, possible association with personality disorders, and treatment with antidepressant and cognitive behavioral therapies. It can be noticed immediately that while these criteria fit nicely with the case reports reviewed, they might not be suitable for other cases described (see Neurologic etiology section below). First and Fisher tried to solve this problem by developing criteria that resemble those commonly used in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), also including a subtype criterion based on the predominant desired disability. Further, these criteria do not go into detail concerning onset, gender orientation, and encounters with amputated persons in childhood. Rather, the focus is on the desire to be disabled, the distress that follows this desire, and the absence of psychosis. Importantly, criterion D explicitly states: “The desire to become disabled is not primarily motivated by sexual arousal or by any perceived advantages of becoming disabled.” Thus, this new set of criteria also does not fit all case reports.

In summary, psychological/psychiatric explanations for the desire to amputate a healthy limb include two main hypotheses: a sexual compulsion, belonging to the paraphilic core, and an identity disturbance, paralleling gender identity disorder. At present, no new psychological/psychiatric explanations have been proposed; neither has this condition been included in the DSM-5 classifications.

Neurologic etiology

Recently, emerging neuroscientific evidence has favored an alternative etiology to the psychiatric/psychological one. Beginning with the work of Ramachandran and McGeoch, six experimental studies that explored physiological and brain correlates of this condition have highlighted altered cortical architecture (or activity), mainly in the parietal lobe, and atypical behaviors monitored by these same areas (Table 2). These data raise the question as to whether apotemophilia/BIID could be due to a dysfunction of the anatomical structures devoted to body representation and corporeal awareness.

The first appearance of this neurological hypothesis was in 2007, by Ramachandran and McGeoch. The authors reasoned that the desire to amputate a healthy limb shares some commonalities with somatoparaphrenia, as individuals with BIID show a left-sided preference for amputation. Somatoparaphrenia is a neuropsychological symptom that emerges mainly after right hemisphere brain damage. In such cases, patients deny ownership of one limb, usually the left paraplegic arm, maintaining that the arm is not theirs and that their real limb is somewhere nearby. Somatoparaphrenic patients have been shown to remit from their impairments if they are administered cold caloric vestibular stimulation (CVS), due to the effects of this technique on the right parietal lobe. Consequently, it has been suggested to explore apotemophilia/BIID by means of functional brain imaging and skin conductance responses. Ramachandran and McGeoch argued that if symptoms disappear after CVS administration, the condition can be considered to be of neurological origin and, consequently, treatments to abolish the desire should rely on physiological manipulations of specific brain areas.

In 2008, Brang et al presented a preliminary study that explored skin conductance response (SCR) in individuals with the desire to amputate a healthy limb. The authors adopted a pain paradigm, applying a pinprick above and below the line of desired amputation on each leg of these individuals. Increased SCRs were found for stimuli that contacted the limb selectively below the line of amputation.

Even though this was the first experimental study to focus on more neurological measures, it was still a descriptive report, including only two subjects with quite diverse clinical features: the first desired a right below-knee amputation, while the second desired amputations both below his left knee and below his right thigh.

A second experimental study, with a slightly more consistent group of individuals, followed in 2011. McGeoch et al...
Table 2 Experimental studies supporting a neurological etiology of the condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>Clinical features</th>
<th>Limb</th>
<th>Psychological/psychiatric diagnosis</th>
<th>Sexual difficulties</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brang et al²⁶</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>n=2</td>
<td>Mixed (1 bilateral)</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SCR</td>
<td>Pain perception</td>
<td>Increased SCR response for the to-be-amputated limb</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGeoch et al²⁷</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>n=4</td>
<td>Mixed (1 bilateral)</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>MEG</td>
<td>Tactile stimulation</td>
<td>SPL (reduction of activity)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aoyama et al²⁸</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>n=5</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>No (psychiatric, neurological and neuropsychological examination)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>PS, just noticeable difference + Points of subjective simultaneity</td>
<td>Temporal order judgment of tactile stimuli</td>
<td>Altered integration of tactile stimuli on the to-be-amputated leg</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilti et al²⁹</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>n=13</td>
<td>Mixed (3 bilateral)</td>
<td>Legs</td>
<td>No (psychiatric, neurological and neuropsychological examination)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SPM</td>
<td>No task</td>
<td>SPL, IPL</td>
<td>Subcentral cortex (SII)</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Dijk et al³⁰</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>n=5</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>Leg + 1 individual (finger)</td>
<td>Yes (1 individual) (DSM-IV axis I and II screening)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>fMRI</td>
<td>Tactile stimulation + motor execution task</td>
<td>Anterior insular cortex, SPL, SII, Frontoparietal and occipital network (heightened sensitivity)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenggenhager et al³¹</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>n=13</td>
<td>Mixed (3 bilateral)</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>CVS</td>
<td>Rating of estrangement + body temperature</td>
<td>No diminishing of desire</td>
<td>No lateralization effects</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottini et al³²</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>n=7</td>
<td>Mixed (1 bilateral)</td>
<td>Leg/arm</td>
<td>Yes (1 individual) (semi-structured psychiatric interview)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Single subject analysis (Crawford t-test)</td>
<td>Facial emotion recognition task + disgust rating task + disgust scale</td>
<td>Altered disgust rating only in unilateral individuals</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders; SCR, skin conductance responses; MEG, magnetoencephalography; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance; CVS, caloric vestibular stimulation; PM, premotor cortex; SPL, superior parietal lobe; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; SII, secondary somatosensory cortex; SI, primary somatosensory cortex; R, right hemisphere; L, left hemisphere.
used magnetoencephalography (MEG), in conjunction with a tactile stimulation task, to explore activity of parietal areas. Their findings revealed altered activity in the right parietal lobe. The authors concluded that apotemnophilia/BIID should be termed “xenomelia” and should be included within the right parietal lobe syndromes related to body representation. This new term encompasses the parallel with somatoparaphrenia and means “foreign” (xeno) “limb” (melia) in ancient Greek. It is the third label to be given to the condition in a span of 34 years. It should be noted that, with this label, the idea of a deranged body identity is not abandoned. Rather, it is embodied in a diverse theoretical frame. In this work, there is no mention of a possible sexual component of the condition, even though it should be noted that the authors considered sexual aspects of the desire to amputate a limb in a previous work.27

Following the hypothesis of a parietal lobe syndrome, Aoyama et al investigated temporal order judgments in individuals with BIID.28 Their experiment was based on the idea that the integrity of body image and of the parietal cortex (in other words, preserved sense of ownership) are necessary in order to correctly evaluate which one of two stimuli consecutively applied to a body part was delivered first.29 The findings from analysis of the Points of Subjective Simultaneity (PSS) revealed that individuals with BIID perceive stimuli that are more distal as occurring first. In other words, stimuli that are located within the to-be-amputated leg are perceived first. Contrastingly, PSS should be in favor of proximal body parts, due to neural transmission times being faster than from distal areas. The authors argued that this evidence confirms that the desire to amputate a healthy limb is a parietal lobe syndrome, as their subjects had no sensory impairments that could explain the results.

In partial agreement, Hilti et al in 2013, reported structural differences between control subjects and individuals who desired to amputate a healthy limb, and highlighted differences in the right superior parietal lobe (SPL) – also in the right primary and secondary somatosensory cortices, and in the anterior insula.30 This study included no active tasks, as the aim was only to explore cortical architecture.

A functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiment was conducted in the same year, to compare brain activity between limbs which felt “owned” and limbs felt “to-be-amputated” during a tactile stimulation and a motor execution task.31 Firstly, results of the tactile stimulation task, analyzed in general terms (activity related to both legs of individuals with BIID versus controls), highlighted a different responsivity in the somatosensory network, largely encompassing the frontoparietal network (the dorsal premotor cortex [PMd]; the precentral and postcentral gyri, including the somatosensory cortex; the SPL, bilaterally; the right ventral premotor cortex [PMv]; the insular cortex; and the supramarginal gyrus) and the occipitotemporal cortex (the lateral occipital cortex; the precuneus; the inferior temporal cortex; the fusiform gyrus; and the cerebellum, bilaterally). Importantly, no brain regions showed significantly reduced responsivity. Secondly, the authors took into account neural activity as a function of the leg (the “to-be-amputated” versus the “owned” leg, in comparison to the corresponding leg in control subjects). These contrasts revealed reduced activation in the contralateral PMv and PMd, compared to controls. No significant increase in brain activity was shown in any area. These results suggest that the feeling of disownership in this condition is associated with altered somatosensory processing. On the other hand, results from the motor execution task did not show significant differences, neither considering a general comparison between controls and individuals with apotemnophilia/BIID/xenomelia, nor taking into account leg ownership.

Finally, a recent study disconfirmed the hypothesis of Ramachandran and McGeoch: symptoms related to the desire for amputation did not disappear after CVS: the converse of what happens with somatoparaphrenic patients.32 These results seem to preclude this condition being as simple as a “developmental somatoparaphrenia” and cast new doubt on a pure neurologic etiology, despite the promising results of the other imaging studies.

Finally, a recent study33 explored the neurological hypothesis, starting from a different perspective. In this work, the authors administered a set of tests to 7 individuals with BIID, which were aimed at exploring facial expression: recognition and disgust responses. The basic premise was that the insula, indicated in previous studies as a possibly dysfunctional area, is involved in body representation34 and also in emotional processing.35 A second starting point, which convinced the authors to follow this path, is that psychiatric disturbances are usually comorbid with emotion recognition impairments.36 Differently from previous studies that focused on body representation per se and neglected the sexual and psychiatric components, this study adopted a neuropsychological methodology and explored both the neurological and psychiatric etiologies. It is relevant that the authors treated the data as single cases, avoiding the problem of grouping together individuals with different clinical features. The results of this study showed absence of emotion recognition and also expression impairments, in all individuals. However,
subjects who sought unilateral amputation showed a different pattern in regard to the evaluation of images depicting amputated limbs (not amputated individuals, but amputated limbs, excluding any sexual component of attraction toward an amputee). These individuals rated these images as “not disgusting” – a behavior converse to what can be expected from known models of disgust toward body envelope violations.1,37 Such models postulate that disgust is a defensive reaction toward danger; consequently, violations of the body representation elicit this emotion.1,37 It appears that BIID is characterized by a compromising of emotion, selectively related to the body, but only in some individuals who share specific clinical features.

Paralysis version

The studies we reviewed present individuals willing to amputate a limb, independent of the underlying etiology. However, two recent surveys highlight that the desire to modify the body might also present with non-amputation variants.4,21 Before these two studies, in 1997, Bruno17 noticed that individuals with apotemnophilia could present a peculiar desire to be paralyzed. He described in detail the case of a woman who was willing to be paralyzed and who pretended to be so, using a wheelchair. However, Bruno did not include this desire within apotemnophilia. Rather, he proposed a psychological concept to explain not only a fascination for being with disabled persons, but also a desire to pretend to be disabled, and even to become disabled: “factitious disability disorders”17 (see First and Fisher5 for a discussion).

Alternatively, two more recent reports suggest that the desire to be paralyzed is a variant of apotemnophilia/BIID.4,21 It should be noted that, in these cases, the adoption of the term xenomelia is not appropriate, as individuals who want to become paraplegic do not want to lose their limbs.4,21

These surveys adopted questionnaires developed ad hoc to screen individuals about their desire, age at its onset, sexual compulsions, comorbid psychiatric pathologies, and other relevant clinical features.

Forty-four percent of the 54 individuals recruited by Blom et al21 reported a wish to be disabled, but not through amputation. Twenty-four of these individuals (seven females; 29% of the sample) desired to become paralyzed (about 44% of the entire sample) and indicated the exact location of the desired paralysis. The majority of individuals who desired paralysis were heterosexual, while seven individuals were homosexual and four were bisexual. Further, 11 individuals also presented with sexual arousal that was related to seeing persons with the desired disability. The same number of interviewed persons described a psychiatric comorbidity during their lifetime (eg, depression, anxiety, psychosis). The authors suggested that those individuals with the paralysis version of the desire did not differ in clinical features from those wanting an amputation. They concluded that this variant is a manifestation of the same desire. However, the authors did not provide a hypothesis to explain the existence of two variants of the same desire.

In their study, Giumarra et al4 enrolled 16 individuals with the paralysis variant and reached a conclusion in favor of a variability that can be attributed to gender differences. As for the clinical features (psychiatric comorbidities, sexual arousal), the rates are similar between the two studies, equally supporting the inadequacy of psychotic or mood disorders to explain the desire. Giumarra et al also reported that all participants who wanted a paralysis were able also to define a clear demarcation line for the desired spinal cord injury, as do subjects seeking amputation. Second, a higher proportion of women (37.5%) was found to have this desire variant. Thus, the authors hypothesized that the desire to be paralyzed is neurologically-based, as it is for amputation, and suggested that women are more inclined toward paralysis, as they have a less marked lateralization of the corpus callosum, which could lead to a “bilateral desire”.

While this explanation seems appealing, it should be noted that the paralysis variant also manifests in men (though to a lesser degree than in woman,21 [15% versus 29%, respectively]). Thus, a different lateralization of the body representation, as a function of gender, does not fully account for all of the cases.

Conclusion and future directions

In this review, we aimed to systematize the available studies of individuals who manifest a willingness to remove one healthy limb, to become paraplegic, or to obtain other motor or sensory disabilities. To understand the complexity of this condition, and witnessing the continuing debate around it, the reader can appreciate the changes in terminology that have been adopted during the 37 years that have passed since the first report. This semantic phenomenon mirrors a shift in the methodology adopted and, accordingly, the diverse disciplines to have approached this condition. From the starting label “apotemnophilia”, authors have turned to “BIID” and, very recently, have moved to “xenomelia”. While the first term accents psychiatric/psychological features, the last label emphasizes a more neuroscientific taxonomy. In between them, BIID parallels gender identity disorder, at the same time leaving open the possibility of a neurological correlate.
This path in the nomenclature highlights the absence of agreement concerning this condition, as well as the lack of a composite and uniform approach toward exploring it.

On one side, psychological/psychiatric explanations can be classified into two main categories. A first line of approach considers the desire for amputation as belonging to paraphilic disturbances, and identifies sexual arousal and compulsion as the first motivation. The second point of view includes this desire within a new disturbance, which parallels gender identity disorder but is related to a dysfunctional representation of the body, not necessarily caused by an impaired neural correlate. Thus, the psychological/psychiatric approach provides quite divergent results, even while using the same methods (interviews and descriptions of individuals) and considering the same clinical features (age at onset, manifestation of the desire, sexuality, etc).

The most recent hypothesis on the origin of this condition is neurologic. At present, only six studies have tested this idea experimentally, using different samples and diverse techniques (Table 2). There is no overlap between techniques across these studies; they range from imaging methods (fMRI, MEG, and surface-based morphometry) to psychophysics, to physiological measures/manipulations (SCR, CVS). This is less true of the samples included. On one side, unilateral and bilateral individuals are usually included in the same group, with just two studies having enrolled only unilateral subjects. On the other side, none of these studies have included individuals with a desire for amputation of upper limbs, nor with a desire for paraplegia. These clinical features, together with the desire to be blind or deaf, do not necessarily imply similar results in all cases. For instance, the paradigms adopted for a desire that is focused on the leg do not appear to be suitable for exploring the desire for blindness, as there would be no theoretical reasons to hypothesize a tactile dysfunction (neither sensory, nor in terms of altered temporal judgments) or any difference concerning sensorimotor networks and the premotor cortex.

Ideally, the adoption of different techniques and methods should provide strength, if the findings are to point convincingly toward the same pattern (ie, a parietal lobe dysfunction or syndrome). However, the few available experiments show discordant results, as do also the psychological/psychiatric descriptions and surveys. Notably, neuroscientific methods are perceived as more objective than those with a psychological/psychiatric frame. But, in this case, they lead to the same confounding results. A striking example concerns results on primary and secondary somatosensory cortices. According to McGeech et al, these areas are spared in xenomelia, while Hilti et al suggest more caution, and highlight structural differences. Possibly, the employment of diverse techniques (in one case, MEG plus one active task; in another case, surface-based morphometry) can explain this relevant discrepancy. However, even though a difference in structural anatomy does not necessarily mean a hypofunctioning, the study that adopted fMRI and a tactile stimulation task also demonstrated a dysfunction of the somatosensory network. Despite the discrepancies between neurologic-oriented studies, some commonalities also emerged: notably, the MEG paper found reduced right SPL activity, which was also one of the cortical areas found to be unduly thin in the surface-based morphometry paper. Possibly, future studies should concentrate on further exploring these areas, which consistently emerge from studies, even when they adopt different methodologies.

In summary, study results do not completely converge and cannot be considered conclusive evidence of a neurologic etiology for BIIID. Neither are the results of the psychological/psychiatric investigations more convincing in favor of a sexual motivation or an identity dysfunction.

At present, it can only be concluded that some neurostructural or neurofunctional differences exist between individuals who seek to amputate a healthy limb and those who do not. Further, individuals with this condition show psychiatric comorbidities during their lifetime, even though not sufficient to explain their desire. Finally, some clinical features, such as the age at onset, the presence/absence of sexual arousal for amputation and amputees, pretending behaviors, and the lateralization of the desire appear to be crucial to understanding this condition. Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that it still not known whether all of these features also apply to blindness/deafness and paraplegia variants, especially as far as brain differences are concerned. Even though the current proposal, based on clinical features and interviews, is to assume that all variants are part of the same syndrome, it appears clear that there is no available evidence that these groups share a common pathogenesis. In particular, no neuroimaging studies have yet been conducted. Thus, it seems premature to consider this hypothesis as final.

Second, are these brain differences a cause or a consequence of BIIID? Considering (for instance) CVS, it is known that this manipulation is effective on somatoparaphrenia. But, the key point is that (usually) this neuropsychological impairment results from brain damage in adult individuals. As for the desire to amputate a healthy limb or to be paraplegic, it has not yet been proven whether brain differences are
preexisting or follow from this atypical behavior. It is the classical dilemma of nature or nurture: which comes first? If the observed brain correlates are the consequence of a repetitive behavior (as indicated by the psychiatric etiology), then it is no surprise that such a technique is ineffective. Altering the vestibular components of sensory perception and body representation is not enough, if a condition originates from complex psychological components. Further, there is no theoretical reason to expect a vestibular modulation from a sexual compulsion. Nevertheless, the ineffectiveness of CVS does not prove the converse: that the desire to modify one’s own body representation is not a parietal lobe syndrome. One possibility is that, in individuals with the desire to amputate one healthy limb, the changes are too long-standing and entrenched. Thus, the evidence that they do not respond to treatment with CVS does not mean that the neurological hypothesis is wrong. Conversely, in somatoparaphrenia, the sufferers often tend to have a condition that is short-lived, reverses spontaneously, and is more amenable to CVS treatment.

Possibly, one way to solve this puzzle would be also to conduct genetic studies, which might help determine whether there is a pattern of genes that influences the development of an altered body representation in individuals with this condition. The “nature or nurture” question needs to be answered at some point, and one can anticipate that the path to finding the answer will be long and difficult.

Clearly, the desire to be disabled poses social, ethical, and clinical problems that are strongly debated by scientists and philosophers, as the freedom to act on one’s own body is restricted by law. The request for amputation or paraplegia or other disabilities is not a soft one. Serious legal issues could arise if individuals are allowed to fulfill these requests before any clear etiology and clinical classification has been established. Second, the fact that these requests are so diverse complicates the story, suggesting that a mere sense of disownership cannot explain all the conditions. Systematic postamputation studies are still not available; thus, it is unknown whether relief at finally feeling “complete” really overcomes the inevitable collateral effects of amputation. Importantly, there are also cases in which amputation does not resolve the desire (see 19).

Regardless of all the theoretical disagreement, this condition starts very early in life, no matter which etiology proves true, and it tends to exacerbate over time, causing sufferers terrible distress and driving them toward definitive and irreversible interventions. Thus, further efforts to understand this new condition will undeniably be of value, not only at a theoretical level but especially also considering the ethics beyond it. A strict separation between the methods and theories of psychology/psychiatry and neuroscience does not appear to be the solution to understanding such a complex condition. Conversely, integrating neuroscientific and psychological/psychiatric methods appears to be feasible and desirable, even though challenging. Neuroimaging studies that include both theoretical premises should be preferred, comprising experiments that explore both body representation and psychological/sexual components. Further, the samples to be studied should include diverse variants of the desire, to elucidate whether they show differences.

In conclusion, the 37 years of study of this desire to be disabled have brought to light a still secretive condition (but possibly not-so-rare, considering the increasing numbers of individuals included in the studies), which appears challenging to understand, even using state-of-the-art technologies. Much more effort is needed to find a solution and, finally, a treatment for the distress these individuals experience. This still-obsure condition needs a multidisciplinary approach to go beyond the “simple” clinical/experimental frame, and requires a much more complex model that also includes social and ethical aspects.
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